
BREATH OF 
PURE AIR 

A common source of problem is the air conditioning system. The AC evaporator becomes wet as 

humid air is passed over its cool surface. This wet environment is a good place for mold and 

mildew to grow and for dust and pollen to collect, nding their way back into the air system. 

Bacteria grow exceptionally well in this area, which becomes warm but still damp when you shut 

the car off. In addition, trapped contaminants insulate the evaporator, reducing heat-transfer 

efciency as well as airow. This contamination should be cleaned regularly.

 The inside of your car can contain up to 10-times more pollutants and contaminants than 

the air in an equal volume of space outside of the car. Manufacturers have worked to overcome this 

in recent years with improvements in cabin air lters and air ducting. 

WITH ELVI AC EVAPORATOR CLEANING SYSTEM  



MANUAL EVAPORATOR CLEANING 

This process may cause damage on the dashboard, surface 

scratches, broken clips, misaligned panels, missing bolts, 

nuts and screws, faulty electrical components and deformed 

evaporator ns, particularly if the AC technician is not well 

trained.  

Conventional evaporator cleaning is a labour intensive work 

& requires to remove dashboard by disassembling the 

dashboard cluster, disconnect electrical connections 

underneath the dashboard, recover (or release) refrigerant, 

pull-down evaporator and commence manual cleaning. Later, 

evaporator needs to be re-assembled,    refrigerant to be 

replaced and checked for leaks in the connections. Finally 

electrical connections should be reconnected and dashboard 

cluster to be re-assembled.

ELVI AC EVAPORATOR CLEANING 

A new and an innovative way of cleaning the car AC system 
using the most modern technology. Its an easier and faster 
way to eliminate bacteria and impurities accumulated in the 
AC system thereby giving you clean and fresh air.

Eva Klene dissolves and removes the accumulated bacteria, 
mold, spores, allergens, fungi and road grime from the 
evaporator. The combination solvents will eliminate odors, 
mold, fungi, road grime & nicotine oil debris  and enhance the 
performance of AC systems. The easy and quick application 
process do not require to dismantle dashboard or electrical 
wiring. 

 

Evaporator Cleaning System, removes contamination from 
evaporator surfaces, allowing the cleanest possible air and 
restoring heat-transfer efciency your evaporator was 
designed for. Whether heating, cooling or ventilating, you get 
the cleanest, healthiest air by using ELVI AC evaporator 
system. 

ELVI speciality solvents Eva Klene & Eva Flush are specially 
formulated to clean & ush the AC evaporator system. The 
solvents are sprayed on the evaporator using a visual 
borescope spray gun integrated cleaning device. The device 
makes it easy for the users to accurately ne the location of the 
evaporator, allowing efcient cleaning of the system.
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